SUGGESTED READING LIST – How Do We Decorate Things?

1. Shapes, Shapes, Shapes
   by Tana Hoban
   *Look for shapes in everyday scenes.*

2. The Shape of Things
   by Dayle Ann Dodds
   *Basic shapes transform with decoration.*

3. Lots and Lots of Zebra Stripes
   by Stephanie Swinburne
   *Find patterns in nature.*

4. Pattern Fish
   by Trudy Harris
   *See and hear patterns through text and illustrations of fish.*

5. Pattern (Math Counts)
   by Henry Arthur Pluckrose
   *Ideas to help educator explore concepts of pattern and repeats with students.*

6. Mix It Up
   by Herve Tullet
   *Interactive book about mixing colors.*

7. A Color of His Own
   by Leo Lionni
   *A chameleon changes color as he seeks to fit in.*

8. The Day The Crayons Quit
   by Drew Daywalt
   *Funny narrative in which crayons talk about being stereotyped because of their color.*